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All the rumors have finally died down and many skeptics have tightened their lips, the iPod do

With its popularity and iconesque standing, the iPod has made sharing videos easier. You don´t

But don´t worry, you can convert your videos into the supported format so you can still upload
The Converter iPod Video is a very good video converter suitable for your iPod and its needs.

All the conversions procedures are very speedy and simple to do. And the product of this video

There are numerous converters for the iPod video available in the internet. Each of them offer
1. This software has the capacity to transfer AVI in to the iPod file.

You are able to convert AVI to iPod format that is supported by the video file. There are many
2. The software is also capable of WMV conversion

The converter iPod video is a WMV converter too that makes it possible to transfer WMV to iPod
3. It can transfer mpeg, mov, mp4 and asf file

The converter ipod video is also mpeg and mp4 converter. It has the ability to transfer mpeg f
4. This software also supports batch conversion

By simply choosing the files that you want to transfer, the converter iPod video will automati
5. It is also is preview-supported
The user has the option to preview the input files before converting.
6. It can also convert clips and segments
The software allows the user to choose the start point and intervals from a whole file.
7. It has a first class quality result
You can get high quality videos and not lose any of the quality in the process of conversion.

Many of these softwares are available for a free trial period. You can check out which one wou
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